The origin of fluctuations in the average number of intermediate mass fragments seen in experiments in small projectile like fragments is discussed. We argue that these can be explained on the basis of a recently proposed model of projectile fragmentation.
(CTM). The composites are hot and will decay by evaporation. For details, please see [1] .
The main contention of reference [1] was that the temperature T must be taken to be a function of the impact parameter b.
Results of the following experiment done at the SIS heavy-ion synchrotron at GSI Darmstadt are published [2] . In an event let us denote the number of intermediate mass experimental curves agree. The b dependence of T is crucial for this (as explained in [1] ). However, there are significant fluctuations in the experimental values of M IM F for low values of Z bound whereas theory completely misses these fluctuations. In this note we explain (a)why these fluctuations arise, (b) how staying within the main ingredients of the theoretical model but using more realistic parameters we can reproduce the fluctuations and (c) why the calculation in [1] missed the fluctuations seen in small PLF's.
First we explain how the fluctuations arise. We have Z bound =Z s minus the sum of charges of all z=1 particles (protons, deuterons and tritons). Also a particle is considered to be an IMF if its charge z is between 3 and 20. Just these two conditions and some general knowledge of low-mass nuclei allow us to reach some interesting conclusions.
If Z bound =3 it guarantees that we have a He two things can happen. We reach a particle stable state of Li and we have Z bound = 5,
If the Li sheds a proton we no longer have Z bound =5. Thus so long as we have
We want to get back to the case of Z bound =4. Now we need to bring in details of the model. Two modifications are made. To carry out CTM one needs to put in the partition function of each composite into which the hot abraded PLF can break into. In our previous calculation, except for nuclei upto 4 He, we used the liquid-drop model for the ground state energy and the Fermi-gas model for excited states. For small PLF's this is inaccurate and we put in experimental values of ground state and excited state energies. Usually all excited states upto 7.5 MeV are included. Next we consider the decays of hot composites resulting from CTM. Previously we used an evaporation code. We replace this by actual decay data whenever possible. In practical terms this means the following. A nucleus has many energy levels and a hot nucleus means that the probability of occupation of a state i is proportional to s i exp(−exc(i)/T )) where s i is the spin degeneracy and exc(i) is the excitation energy.
The decay of the state i is taken from data table [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] where available or guessed from systematics. We take T to be 7 MeV suggested by our past work [1] .
It is useful to list first the deacy properties of hot Be nuclei. These are computed at T =7 MeV. 4 Be: Only the ground state is particle stable, the rest decay to neutron plus two alphas. The occupation probability in the ground state is 0.193. So here Z bound =4 and M IM F =0.193. Let us now outline how we calculate M IM F for Z bound =4 for collisions of 107 Sn, 124 Sn and 124 La on 119 Sn. Although our discussion will be limited to Z bound =4, the method can be extended to higher values of Z bound except that the complexity increases very rapidly. The method of obtaining the abrasion cross-section for a PLF with given Z s , N s is given in [1] .
For Z bound =4 we need to consider Z s =4 (most important) and higher. Once a PLF with given Z s , N s is formed it will expand to one-third the normal nuclear density and break up into hot composites. Just as we could characterize a hot Be nucleus by a Z bound and M IM F we can ascribe to each Z s , N s a probability of obtaining Z bound =4 with an associated M IM F .
(An example below shows how this can be done.) Table II and is also responsible for the dip at Z bound =6.
As promised, let us give an example how for a given Z s , N s the probability of occurrence of Z bound =4 and the associated M IM F can be computed (last two columns of Table II ).
Consider Z s = 4, N s = 5. To start with, the average numbers of each composite resulting from the CTM break up of Z s = 4, N s = 5 system are listed in Table III . But in a simple case like this, this can also give, with little effort, the probability of a channel or the probability of a sum of channels. From the We can repeat similar arguments for other Z s , N s in Table II . The cases of Z s =5 are more complicated.
We now try to answer why the calculation of [1] 
